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50 Years - Everything 
Changed, Nothing 

Changed

Giving Power Back
to the Consumer

and Enriching them
with Fantastic

Experience

My introduction to GAVS began in 1999 
when I was CIO at StorageTek. An analyst 

on my staff from Chennai asked me if I 
would be willing to meet with a friend of 

his who was trying to start an outsourcing 
business, called GAVS.

I began my career almost 50 years ago as 
a computer programmer and have held 
various executive positions, including 15 
years as the CIO of two large, multi-billion 

dollar, multi-national companies.

I believe every piece of technology 
will have to function within this 

concept of giving power back to the 
consumer through an enriched 

experience. The key is to strategize
and react to customers to exceed 

their expectations and promote loyalty 
and advocacy.
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VM-Series across private / public 
cloud environments, such as VMware 
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Don't believe when people tell you 
Agile will make your projects faster or 
cheaper. Don't trust consultants who 
promise cost reduction, higher ROI, 
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Is Your Company
Innovation Ready?

Most of the CXOs have this 
expression when they hear

about Next Generation AIOps.

As much as every company talks 
about innovation, ironically most 

companies are far from it.
Why is that? And if yes, how do we not 

get rhetoric when it comes to 
innovation?

Author:
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Editor's Notes 

Bindu Vijayan

Rakesh Singh, Director, I&O Operations, SC 
Johnson, was at our Chennai facility recently, and Balaji 
and I managed to get some time with him and have him 
write for the magazine. Our chats with him revealed that 
Rakesh is the true-blue motivator and a coach, a complete 
'team person' with an analytical depth that balances 
operational efficiency without losing sight of team well-
being. Read on to find out what I mean. Rakesh has also 
written an article 'Giving power back to the 
consumer and enriching them with fantastic 
experience', where he talks about strategizing to exceed 
customer expectations in order to earn their loyalty.

Vasan and Rajashekar have written on 
'Infrastructure as Code' in their article 'IaC - 
Automating multi-cloud with terraform'. Find out 
how IaC can be your reason to smile while they take you 
through how Terraform can be one of the best tools for 
execution plans to outline exact outcomes when you run 
your code, while builds a graph of your resources and 
automates changes with very little human interaction.

In 'The ultimate secret of Agile Adoption in two 
simple steps' by Katy Sherman, Director of 
Software Engineering, Premier Inc., she says "Don't 
believe when people tell you Agile will make your 
projects faster or cheaper. Don't trust consultants who 
promise cost reduction, higher ROI, better quality or 
customer satisfaction as a result of Agile adoption.", she 
says agile will give you only two things, find out what they 
are.

Anoop has written 'Next Generation AIOps is here', 
where he will take you through GAVS' proprietary 

TMGAVel  – The Next Generation AIOps platform 
driven by true Artificial Intelligence, powered by 

TMreinforcement learning. You will learn how GAVel  
stands above other AIOps tool in his article. 

Dibin has written ' Is your company innovation 
ready?' where he takes us through some of the reasons 
companies are not able to 'innovate'.

Happy reading.

For this edition we are honored to bring you articles from 
Don Manuell, GAVS' first client! Don has written 
about how he met with GAVS' founders Dharmendra 
Vasant and Sanjay Balram, and he goes on to write, "Over 
the next few months, StorageTek's international ERP 
system ran better than it ever had. The system had been 
plagued with severity 1 problems and GAVS quickly 
eliminated them. To put it mildly, I was thrilled with the 
performance that I was seeing from GAVS; however, we 
still didn't have a contract. In fact, GAVS was 
performing their services gratis to demonstrate their 
capabilities to StorageTek." We decided to call the article 
'Trust', and you will know why when you read what Don 
has to say about GAVS.

Don has also written an article '50 years - Everything 
Changed, Nothing Changed'. I couldn't agree with 
him more when he says that his 50 years in IT taught him 
that soft skills are important that "The technical skills that 
we base our jobs on will continue to rapidly evolve...", 
"two things that have remained constant are the need to 
be viewed as a value to your specific company (know the 
business and industry) and the ability to effectively 
communicate what you do to all levels of audience".



Meet Don Manuell
Don began his business career with Burroughs 
Corporation as a Systems Analyst in their headquarters in 
Detroit, Michigan. After four years at Burroughs, Don 
moved to Denver as a manufacturing systems Consultant 
with Fox and Company, a public accounting firm. In 1978, 
he began work for StorageTek in their information 
systems division. While at StorageTek, Don held many 
information technology management positions and he 
served two years on special assignment reporting to the 
Board of Directors assisting with the corporate 
reorganization from Chapter XI.

In 1988, Don was asked to be the Program Director for 
development and market introduction of the Iceberg disk 
array, the first commercial virtual storage product. 
Iceberg was one of Information Week's “TOP 10” products 
for 1994 and attained a 30% share of the disk storage 
market by 1997. Following the Iceberg project, Don served 
as Vice President for StorageTek's On-line (disk) Business 
Unit and then as acting General Manager of the Disk 
Business Group responsible for $500M of annual 
revenue.

In 1998, Don moved back into information technology at 
StorageTek as Vice President and Chief Information 
Officer. In this position, Don had responsibility for 
StorageTek's worldwide information technology, 
managing an annual budget of $120M and a worldwide 
staff of 500.

In 2001, Don joined Hunter Douglas, the world leader in 
custom window coverings, as Vice President and Chief 
Information Officer. Don reported directly to the CEO and 
was responsible for providing leadership for both 
technological and business process improvements for 
Hunter Douglas. Don retired from Hunter Douglas in 
2011.

Since retiring, Don has served in several non-profit roles 
including being on the Board of Directors (past 
Chairman) of the Denver Rescue Mission and a member 
of the Computer Information Systems advisory board for 
Metropolitan State University.

Don has a B.A. degree in mathematics from Northwestern 
University and an M.B.A. in quantitative analysis from 
Indiana University. Following college, he served for two 
years in the U.S. Army field artillery. He is married, has 
three daughters and seven grandchildren and lives in 
Aurora, Colorado.
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Would you tell us about a time when you almost gave 
up, how you felt about that, and what you did instead 
of giving up?
As I moved higher in management, I had the unfortunate 
experience (twice) of working for someone who was very 
self- serving. If there was ever a problem or “political 
issues”, they were always conspicuously absent. However, 
when there was ever a success to share, they would readily 
take full credit. On several occasions, their actions made 
me consider looking for another job. Fortunately, I believe 
that this type of action is very visible to everyone and 
doesn’t fool many for long. I stuck it out in both cases, and 
in both cases the person in question was terminated. It 
goes back to the old saying that “you can fool some of the 
people some of the time, but not all of the people all of the 
time”. Everyone needs a supervisor whom they can trust 
and depend on.

Here are some excerpts from our conversation with Don;

Please tell us a little about your prior successes and 
challenges
My largest challenge by far was when the StorageTek CEO 
asked me to direct the development of a new disk product, 
the Iceberg disk array. It required the invention of the 
disk array, all of its interfaces, its embedded code, its 
utilities — everything was new and I knew absolutely 
nothing about engineering or even how disks worked. I 
was an IT user of disks and I knew they stored data that 
you needed to get to quickly and that was about it. He said 
that he knew of a couple of international IT projects that 
I'd run and since I had been able to get our British and 
French subsidiaries to agree on a single system solution, 
running disk development should be “a piece of cake” The 
job lasted five years and it was anything but a “piece of 
cake”. But, I learned a lot, got lots of good exposure and 
was ultimately successful in getting the product to market.  
My involvement on Iceberg opened many opportunities 
for me both with StorageTek and elsewhere.

What motivates you?
I was/am motivated by knowing that what you're doing 
can make a difference. In working for a company that 
could mean improving the bottom line. In working for a 
non-profit it could mean providing for those in need or 
helping someone become more successful in starting their 
career.
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Trust

Here is what Don had to say about GAVS. There is a very 
interesting quote - 'Trust starts with truth and ends with 
truth'. To us, the following note from Don is the epitome 
of trust!

“My introduction to GAVS began in 1999 when I was CIO 
at StorageTek. An analyst on my staff from Chennai asked 
me if I would be willing to meet with a friend of his who 
was trying to start an outsourcing business, called GAVS. 
A few weeks later, I met with Sanjay Balram, one of GAVS 
founders, and we discussed his ideas for doing business 
with U.S. companies. Sanjay returned to Chennai and I 
saved his contact information without having anything 
particular in mind for further work with GAVS. 

Several months later, I had a call from the president of a 
company that provided the software and support for an 
Enterprise Requirements Planning (ERP) system that 
StorageTek used in all of its international subsidiaries. 
The system had been purchased by one of my 
predecessors and was unreliable, error prone and ran on a 
data base called PROGRESS. No one on my staff knew 
anything about the system or its underlying technology. I 
met with the president and he informed me that we were 
the only company using the system and that they were 
dropping all support effective immediately.

A few quick phone calls to outside firms that we normally 
utilized revealed that no one in the Denver area knew 
anything about PROGRESS. Throughout my career, I had 
always been pretty thorough in assuring that any support 
firms that we worked with were fully qualified and had an 
excellent track record. For some reason which is still not 
completely obvious to me, I got on the phone and called 
GAVS in Chennai — a company with absolutely no track 
record at that time. I explained my problem and asked if 
they could help. I was told that they would have six 
programmers experienced in PROGRESS hired within 
three days.
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It was a major day for all of us. For GAVS, it was their first 
large contract that enabled their expansion and ultimate 
success. For myself, it was the beginning of a long 
business and personal relationship that was in place for 
the remainder of my career and also continues through 
my retirement years. 

Before moving from StorageTek to Hunter Douglas in 
2001, I had the privilege of cutting the ribbon for GAVS's 
new facility in Chennai. My last meeting at StorageTek 
was with GAVS and my first meeting at Hunter Douglas 
was with GAVS. During my ten years as CIO at Hunter 
Douglas, I relied on GAVS as a critical business partner. 
They assisted on numerous projects, ran our help desk 
and much of our operations monitoring, and developed 
numerous web applications.

As I look back on my many years working with GAVS, I 
know that I could not have chosen a better business 
partner. They continually exceeded my expectations. I feel 
fortunate that I was able to make a small contribution to 
their success.”

Over the next few months, StorageTek's international ERP 
system ran better than it ever had. The system had been 
plagued with severity 1 problems and GAVS quickly 
eliminated them. To put it mildly, I was thrilled with the 
performance that I was seeing from GAVS; however, we 
still didn't have a contract. In fact, GAVS was performing 
their services gratis to demonstrate their capabilities to 
StorageTek.

Dharmendra Vasant, who with Sanjay was the founder of 
GAVS, was in the United Sates and we met for dinner. In 
that meeting, Dharmendra, like Sanjay previously, shared 
his vision for GAVS. I left that dinner with a renewed 
confidence that GAVS and its founders had a solid 
business plan and an unusually strong belief that the 
foundation of their business model was based on a strong, 
positive and trusting relationship between them and their 
customers. After meeting both Dharmendra and Sanjay, I 
was convinced that I had met a unique company; one that 
I could trust implicitly. That was a feeling that I never had 
before or after with any other vendor.

I decided to make a major commitment to GAVS — a 
multi-year, multi-million dollar contract for the support 
of the international ERP system. I needed our CEO's 
approval which he gave with the warning that it was my 
decision and that it had better work. (Note that at that 
time outsourcing to Indian firms was not very common). I 
had the contract signed at around 2:00 pm and decided to 
call Sanjay at his home (2:00 am in Chennai!) and wake 
him up to tell him the good news. I called his home, his 
wife answered and said that he was still at the office! I 
contacted him at the GAVS office to let him know the 
news.
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I began my career almost 50 years ago as a computer 
programmer and have held various executive positions, 
including 15 years as the CIO of two large, multi-billion 
dollar, multi-national companies. Since retiring, I have 
been a guest lecturer at a large university in Denver. My 
lecture topic for IT students is how to advance your 
career. Having witnessed literally thousands of people 
pursuing IT careers, it became evident that while strong 
technical skills are generally required for that first job, 
career advancement often depends on an entirely 
different set of skills. 

I have two recommendations that I believe are especially 
significant for someone beginning their career in 
technology. The first recommendation is obvious to 
anyone in the industry, while the second is very often 
assumed unimportant. We have all experienced that 
technology itself is changing at a rate far faster than 
anyone can really plan for or even imagine. What you 
know today will most likely be obsolete within a few years. 
Moore's law was first formulated in 1965 and generally 
said that the number of transistors (the on-off decision 
gate of the day) on a microprocessor would double every 
18 months. Unbelievably, Moore's Law still holds true 
today. When I was General Manager of Disk Storage at 
StorageTek in the mid-1990's, there were many 
interesting conversations concerning the maximum 
density of bits (areal density) on a disk storage platter. 
What we believed to be the maximum was exceeded many 
years ago. We never believed that solid state memory 
could be a cost-effective alternative to rotating disk. 
Moore's Law has proven itself time and time again, 
resulting in faster processor speeds and lower hardware 
cost, both of which dramatically drive new invention and 
radically change the IT industry.

I personally have seen this rapid technology change in my 
own career. I completed graduate school and started my 
first IT job in 1972. I worked with state-of-the-art 
technology for that time: a Burroughs 5500 CPU and the 
Algol 60 programming language. We would have one or 
two “runs” a day to test our programs and then we would 
have to debug them using hexadecimal computer memory 
dumps. Everything was at the bit level. In the early 80's, I 
implemented our first database system by Cullinane 
which was the most advanced software available at that 
time. We had no video displays, no data transmission, no 
personal computers, and computer storage was measured 
in MB — not GB, TB or PB. There was a single video game 
called “pong”. All of the technologies that I started my 
career with are long gone — none exist today and few 
people have even heard of them.

So what does this rapidly changing technology mean to 
someone starting out in their career. It really boils down 
to my first recommendation — being a continuous learner. 
You can never be satisfied with your current technical skill 
level or even think that those skills may exist in 10 years.

50 Years - 
Everything 

Changed,
Nothing Changed

Don Manuell
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As much as those with strong technical skills would like to 
believe that they have job protection due to these abilities, 
they must remember that, in most cases, technical skills 
are readily available in the marketplace. 

So how do you stand out as a good communicator? You 
have to work at it and place yourself in situations that you 
may prefer to avoid. Talk in front of groups. Give 
presentations whenever the opportunity arises. Tailor 
your communication to your audience. Are you 
communicating with your peers, your manager, the Board 
of Directors, a customer? Each of these requires a 
different level of presentation whether it is written or 
verbal. One size does not fit all! Many of those that you 
will be presenting to know absolutely nothing about your 
area of expertise and really don't want to be deeply 
educated on it. They want to know the bottom-line — 
what your area of expertise is doing to make the company 
more effective or profitable.

In my years in corporate leadership, I don't believe that 
there was a single factor more important to one's success 
than communication, yet there were very few who 
possessed the skill. I believe that good communication is a 
very rare commodity in the IT world. As an industry, it is 
a skill set that we are not very good at, so to stand out is 
not really that hard to do and it's long term benefit to your 
career will be significant.

So what did my 50 years in IT teach me. They taught me 
that “soft skills” were much more important than I ever 
had realized. The technical skills that we base our jobs on 
will continue to rapidly evolve and no one has a crystal 
ball that will accurately show the IT world of 2030. Two 
things, however, that have remained constant are the 
need to be viewed as a value to you specific company 
(know the business and industry) and the ability to 
effectively communicate what you do to all levels of 
audience. Rather than look at a request to give a 
presentation as an unwanted burden, look at it as an 
opportunity to stand out and move your career forward.

Your skills were sufficient to get you that first job, but to 
be of continued value to your company, you need to 
develop additional skills and then, if you can, determine 
ways that these new skills can be applied to benefit your 
company. I am always amazed by the number of entry 
level people who feel that they have learned all that they 
need to be successful. Those that do not learn new skills 
will quickly become a “commodity” that can quickly, 
easily and cheaply be replaced.

There is a second aspect of being a continuous learner 
that is often ignored. You need to learn everything that 
you can about your company and the markets that it 
operates in. What factors make your company 
competitively strong . What are your company's 
weaknesses. What industries does your company serve 
and in what direction are those industries headed? The 
more that you know, the more creative you can be in your 
IT solutions and the more indispensable you will be to 
your company.

In my opening paragraph, I mentioned that there were 
two recommendations that I would make to anyone 
beginning a career in IT. My second recommendation 
involves a specific skill set that I believe is the number one 
differentiator between someone who will prosper and 
advance in their IT career and someone who will remain 
relatively fixed in the same general position throughout 
their career. Let me say it one more time, the presence or 
absence of this skill is absolutely critical to your personal 
level of success and it is something that anyone can work 
on and improve upon.

No matter how difficult it is for you personally, you must 
become a better communicator — both verbal and written. 
I am personally convinced that this is the most important 
differentiator between someone who excels in their IT 
career and one who doesn't. Good communication skills 
will lead to promotions, more responsibility and more 
financial rewards. When you are competing for a limited 
number of opportunities, it is important that you stand 
out as being unique.
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Rakesh Singh
Director, I&O Operations, SC Johnson

Rakesh is a visionary leader bringing over 20 years of 
experience in establishing operational optimization across 
diverse industries in both national and international 
operations. He is recognized for talents in strategy 
development and providing corporate vision. Rakesh 
converts strategic plans into tactical reality through 
guiding companies in establishing themselves as viable 
businesses. He devises and implements new programs 
and initiates successful processes to produce new 
products with maximum revenue.

Rakesh has a diverse background in infrastructure and 
operations management; distinguished for his 
entrepreneurial mindset, creative problem solving, cross-
functional teams and a bottom-line orientation.

He offers innovative solutions to operational challenges 
and leverages decisiveness to implement solutions while 
minimizing risk and maximizing performance.

An expert in transforming strategic plans into tactical 
initiatives for national and international programs.

He is a motivator and a coach, combining business 
acumen with analytical depth to align operational 
efficiency with corporate goals.

Here are some excerpts of our conversation with Rakesh.

Please tell us your story? How did you get your start?
When I was 6 years old, I was very sure that the only thing 
I wanted to do was to become a Fighter Pilot and touch 
the sky with glory.
 
All thru my education, I focused on the subjects that 
would help me achieve my goal, and I spent all my free 
time at the Airport learning flying, or horse riding and 
generally prepping myself to join the elite group. But 
then, life had a blow in store for me – I was rejected due 
to medical reasons from an injury I had had due to a horse 
riding accident. First lesson learnt – One should always 
have Plan B in their life. 

At the time, the Times of India job opportunities carried 
an ad for a graphic designer. I had no other skill apart 
from shooting and flying but that wasn't the most sought-
after skill-set. I was good at drawing and I cleared all their 
tests. And started my career as a Graphic designer. I had 
upskilled myself to that level in a month's time, and I was 
getting more and more technical, getting myself armed 
with C++, VC++, Java, and so on. The next thing for me 
was to get myself a Microsoft certification. I was 
fascinated by the 1s and 0s impacting the world so much, 
and I wanted to be in that space, to make my share of 
money from it. I kept upgrading myself, completed CCNA, 
picked up several roles and worked my way up.
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What would you say has been your greatest 
accomplishment?
One thing I can say with a lot of confidence is that I have 
always had people responding to me saying I am a good 
People Manager. I earned many 'Best People Manager' & 
Leadership Awards. My people skills stem from the fact 
that I am always thinking about what difference I am 
bringing to my team or the people in my life.

Who/what opened doors for you?
I believe it could be my humility, if you are trying to bring 
fear into your team or workplace, there is no disruption or 
innovation. We need to listen to the team without bias 
and respect every person and every thought. During a 
session, in my role as a tech trainer for a short time - 
when you set the ground rule – I used to say 'I hate stupid 
questions' and wait a couple of minutes. Then I will ask 
around 'what your definition of a stupid question is', and 
then I would redefine it for them, I say 'a question is 
stupid if it is not asked but remains in your head'. Humor 
is important as well, humor brings comfort and 
convenience but of course according to specific culture. 
People understand that I have lines I draw that are 
boundaries. I also encourage in my team to focus on the 
skill of reading between the lines. I tell them if things are 
black and white, it is good for clarity's sake, but 
sometimes you have to read between the lines, and work 
on that to develop relationships. My office is full of quotes 
that my team brings me. 

And, every two years I make it a point to realign my 
principles, keep what still holds value and find out which 
ones have become fossils, it is very pertinent to the people 
we are delivering. I am a strong believer that each person 
is a universe by him / herself with moral values and 
guiding principles. If the person sees value in me sharing 
my opinion, I will share it, otherwise I decide not to.

These are the nine mantras I go by;

What are your favorite questions to ask those you 
lead?
The only question I have for all my team is 'where do you 
want to see yourself in the next 5 years and what help do 
you want from me?' And I have always found that this 
question leads the way for my team to further and grab all 
opportunities that come up. I am committed to their 
success as much as I am committed to the success of my 
organization.

What do you in particular to take care of your staff?
My only principle is to live in the reality that I have my job 
because my team is doing their job. I directly relate to the 
fact that my bread and butter comes from them, that is 
the respect I have for my team.

What are the keys to developing the next generation 
of leaders in your world?
I believe that we should listen to them without bias. By 
that I mean, I can't take a stance on them that they are, 
say, 25 years and hence can't have anything progressive to 
teach a 45-year-old guy. Having said that, I don't want to 
open the floodgate, I empower them cautiously, give them 
controlled access for implementation, or anything else for 
that matter. 

I don't think this generation fears failing, they have very 
few fears. Their attitude is 'who cares if I fail', which is 
good in various ways, but what I think lacking with the 
current generation is patience. It is important for them to 
understand the life cycle and understand that one cannot 
reap before you sow. Patience is the key.

Relationships – How do you continually deepen your 
personal relationships with your 
clients/customers/staff/peers/leaders?
My only mantra on this is, one has to step into their shoes, 
you will then automatically see their pain and their 
perspective. Stepping into their shoes with the mindset of 
enhancing experiences, bring new experiences and bring 
that all-important consistency is the key. 

I should add Humility also plays a very big role in life.  
People connect instantly after that and I think hierarchy is 
only for ease of execution. Hierarchy does not give 
anybody any further authority, I believe it exists only as 
an execution mechanism. If you have an open-door policy, 
it works very well. Usually I am known to be inaccessible 
during the first six months of me joining an organization, 
but that really is part of my strategy to go on a listening 
mode. 

The moment you start going prescriptive on people, they 
stop collaborating. And I am of the opinion that one who 
knows less speaks first. If I think only I know the solution 
to a problem, it is a huge mistake. I love to go on a 
listening mode, we need to understand why the past 
actions were not successful, the level of maturity, etc., that 
kind of intelligence is extremely important for one to 
bring any sort of value add. That way you automatically 
earn respect and one is genuinely able to help.

Take personal responsibility for our actions and 

behaviors

Organize to get things right first time

Empowers others

Respond proactively to opportunities

Be open and honest

Deliver on commitments

Take risks

Challenge the status quo

Strive for customer satisfaction
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The real secret of success is enthusiasm
- Walter Chrysler



I believe every piece of technology will have to function 
within this concept of giving power back to the consumer 
through an enriched experience. The key is to strategize 
and react to customers to exceed their expectations and 
promote loyalty and advocacy.

Most often, a customer's first point of contact with a 
company is usually through his / her interaction with an 
employee, and an excellent business opportunity starts 
from right there. Customer service is just one component 
of customer experience, and the business potential can be 
grown from strength to strength. Meeting customer 
expectations is the bottom of the customer delight 
pyramid. Thanks to technology, businesses can connect 
with their customers in smart, more relevant and exciting 
ways.

The core benefit to any business to drive it successfully is 
to know one's customer. There is no alternative to that 
fact. We can work through social media and all other 
available channels. Every customer is important, and each 
of them different. If we really want to get down to know 
them, it must be part of our strategy. We should be able to 
match the customer experience that the hotel industry or 
an airline industry today successfully offers. The 
hospitality industry customer experiences are the best to 
date.

The Ritz Carlton is so customer savvy, the Chain owes its 
fame and glory to its Gold Standard of Customer Service. 
They have specific data for every single customer. Similar 
to the hotel industry experience, why can't the IT industry 
follow the trend. The key is to collect intelligence about 
the customers and continuously tailor it to their benefit. 
Respect every data and capture experiences. In IT if I am 
monitoring a laptop and if I understand this is the reason 
for the person to go to a portal again and again, have the 
service desk, I must be proactive and call that person to 
check if the person needs help.

Giving Power Back 
to the Consumer 

and Enriching them 
with Fantastic 

Experience

Rakesh Singh
Director, I&O Operations, SC Johnson
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Everything is a chain reaction, and I strongly believe that 
ownership should be given to all for everyone to think that 
it is their problem. When the boss takes on the problem, 
the team has the particular comfort that the boss is taking 
care of them. So, in the process, the process checklist 
grows and we seldom make errors. Once you have a 
solution the problem loses its importance. The moment 
you make a problem inferior, we do not go through the 
process of eliminating the problem. 

There are a number of factors that build into customer 
experience, and a good place to start is to first align as an 
organization when we want to imbibe value. Lack of 
alignment brings non-efficiency. This is one of the core 
responsibility of any Leader, and Leaders need to earn the 
trust of every team member. Leaders who have inculcated 
values and empowered their employees enjoy great teams.

It is important to create a clear customer delight vision 
within the organization so that every employee 
understands it and imbibes the company strategy and 
create a framework for your team to understand the 
strategy completely, absorb feedback in real-time and act 
on it always. How would you feel if you were in that 
situation is a great question to ask, and instill process and 
rigor into the organization to bring consistency in 
customer delight. We do not have the luxury of faulting, 
and that comes from putting ourselves in the customer's 
shoes continuously to understand their mindset. Respect 
every single data we have of the customer, connect the 
dots, and serve them customized customer experience. If 
you know the customer well, we already have won him.

For example, in my experience, I have hardly seen any 
organization where onboarding and offboarding has been 
consistent.  We should use all available resources to build 
our intelligence about employees.  I could use their 
Linkedin feed so that I know the personality behind a user 
name and designation. There is so much of data available 
to us today, and we should be able to use it positively to 
enhance user benefits.
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Terraform is the automation tool of choice to deploy cloud 
infrastructure, applications and their VM-Series across 
private / public cloud environments, such as VMware / 
Azure, AWS, Google Cloud, …

The representation below describes a multi-cloud 
scenario using both Terraform and Chef to deploy a cloud 
infrastructure, applications and their VM-Series and 
associated security policies in a multi-cloud environment 
(i.e., Azure and AWS). 

In this scenario, Terraform will be used to define and 
deploy a multi-tier application environment on both 
Azure and AWS. Terraform will orchestrate the 
deployment of the infrastructure components, including 
the networks, subnets, applications and VM-Series on 
both Azure and AWS. Terraform will then directly invoke 
Chef to deploy and configure fine-grained security policies 
on the VM-Series firewall.

Hybrid & Multi-Cloud Deployment Using 
Terraform and Chef
In both Azure and AWS, a two-tiered environment will be 
deployed with the following parameters:

IAC - Automating 
Multi-Cloud With 

Terraform

Each deployment will consist of a single network 

(i.e., VPC for AWS, and VNET for Azure).

Each NETWORK will consist of at least two 

subnets. 

A VM-Series firewall will be deployed into each 

VPC/VNET.

The FIREWALL will have three interface 

attachments, one each attached to the:

Route table configurations to steer all traffic 

through the VM-Series.

One subnet will be internet-facing, called the 

“UNTRUST” subnet. 

The other subnet will be a private subnet called the 

“TRUST” subnet.

UNTRUST subnet for data path traffic.

TRUST subnet for the data path traffic as well.

UNTRUST subnet, aka as the MGMT interface for 

firewall management operations.

Rajashekar AiloniVasan Rajesh AL
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Summary
You can define your entire infrastructure servers, 
databases, load balancers, network topology, … in 
Terraform. Terraform and Chef, combined with the VM-
Series automation features, allow organizations to fully 
automate the deployment of VMWare and/or Azure 
and/or AWS infrastructure that is secured by the VM-
Series next-generation firewall. These tools allow 
organizations to embed security into their cloud 
deployment processes and procedures without injecting 
the associated delay.

Once the environment, including the VM-Series firewalls 
has been deployed, Chef will be used to configure the VM-
Series to allow HTTP/HTTPS traffic to access the back-
end application using only the default ports of 80/443. 
Traffic that is allowed based on policy will be sent to the 
destination web server using SNAT (source NAT) and 
DNAT (destination NAT). Traffic returning to the session 
origin will be routed through the VM-Series.

Packer with 

Solution Architecture For Cloud

Checkout the source code of tagged release branch 

from Git.

Build the source code using tools like MSBuild, Maven, 

Gradle.

Publish the artifact to cloud bucket and update its URL 

in Chef server's data bag.

The cloud bucket is used as artifact storage.

Pre-bake the machine image for target platform using 

Packer and bring it to the desire state with chef-client.

Deploy pre-baked machine image to target platform 

using Terraform and update infrastructure 

information in Consul.

Chef server is loaded with required environment's 

roles, cookbooks and data-bags for deployment.

The selected cloud is used as target platform for 

deployment.

Consul server is deployed on cloud which help's in-

service discovery.
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Don't believe when people tell you Agile will make your 
projects faster or cheaper. Don't trust consultants who 
promise cost reduction, higher ROI, better quality or 
customer satisfaction as a result of Agile adoption.

Here's the truth: Agile will give you only two things:

The rest (speed, quality, cost efficiency) will happen, but 
not immediately. It will probably take years for the 
organization to solve the problems exposed by Agile, 
automate, eliminate waste, learn to collaborate and 
achieve synergy across horizontal and vertical silos, but it 
has to start with frequent delivery.

Starting Agile adoption is easy. You only need to do two 
things. They are not easy, but if you're persistent and 
really want to solve problems and start delivering, you'll 
be successful.

All you need, is to ask yourself (and everybody in your 
org) two questions.
Ready, set, go!

First of all, build teams. Without teams, there's no Agile. 
Teams are the heart, the soul the body of Agile adoption. 
Each team has to be cross-functional, which means it has 
to include specialists that cover all functional layers: back-
end and front-end developers, manual testers and 
automation engineers. The team should have the skill-set 
and domain expertise to be able to cover a module or a 
product area. It's also great if the team is co-located.

Katy Sherman
Director of Software Engineering

Premier Inc.

The Ultimate Secret 
of Agile Adoption in 
Two "Simple" Steps
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Next thing you know you either have no access to your 
environments, or building an environment takes four 
weeks, or your deployment team is buried in requests and 
you have to wait.

You'll make interesting discoveries about dependencies 
across modules and products that make your testing a 
nightmare. You'll see how much manual work you do and 
how much time the team is wasting on it.

Once you started shipping frequent updates, you'll learn 
amazing things about your customers and how they really 
use the system.

It will be a long and painful process, but at the end it will 
be worth it. At the end you'll achieve true agility.

But don't be scared. Always remember, your goal is to 
keep the teams self-sufficient and deliver every two weeks 
(days? hours?). Anything that stands in the way is a 
problem! Identify each problem and tackle them one by 
one.

Now, see what I did here? I never said "Scrum". You don't 
have to have standup meetings, retrospectives and demos, 
burndown charts and velocity calculations to be agile. But 
if it gives you a framework to develop and deliver in short 
iterations, if it helps you to establish pace and track 
development - then use it!

What was your road to Agile and agility?

Aha! And that's where the fun begins. You'll probably 
notice that in order to develop, test and deploy in two 
weeks you'll need clear requirements (cue product owner 
and the quality of user stories).
Then you'll notice that your developers and testers are not 
used to collaborate, instead they do some version of a 
relay race (also known as "waterfall" or its shorter version 
"scrummerfall").

One great thing about teams: once the team bonds and 
matures, it doesn't have to be married to a specific 
product area. You can move it to a different space and it 
will ramp up and start performing in no time. That's the 
absolute beauty and the ultimate super power of great 
teams!

If you think "ah, teams, that's easy", think again. Even at 
this early stage the organization can get stuck. Product 
areas that have no clear boundary or consistent stream of 
requirements, monolithic applications in which 
everything depends on everything else, trust issues and 
control issues (senior vs junior, on-shore vs off-shore), 
lacking skill sets, inadequate headcount, uneven resource 
utilization (some people overworked while others have 
nothing to do) - these problems are only the tip of the 
iceberg and chances are you will experience them all.

Unravel the issues one by one, don't stop until you have 
independent teams, each one equipped with knowledge, 
decision-making power and a backlog to pull from.

The second question you'll ask yourself (and will continue 
asking for the rest of your professional life) is this:

What do we need to do to ship a small release in
two weeks? two days? two hours?
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Most of the organizations are still hesitant to adopt AIOps 
into their Enterprise. Intended push backs from different 
departments of the organization and mixed feeling 
whether this would become a boon or bane, keeps the 
CXOs from taking a firm decision on AIOps.

The challenges have been the same for decades in IT 
organizations; 

As these challenges never eased, Algorithmic IT 
operations platforms came into existence. These 
platforms later started embracing Machine Learning and 
transformed into the first generation Artificial Intelligence 
IT operations (AIOps) platforms. These platforms were 
able to address the above-mentioned challenges by 

correlating large volume of 
uncorrelated data and 
identifying probable root 
cause of an event. This 
helped IT organizations to 
reduce Mean Time to 
Identify and resolve 
incidents.

Ok, so, if you are thinking, when it is addressing the issues 
and challenges faced, why would we need a Next 
Generation AIOps platform??

Good Question – The accuracy of the use cases delivered 
by the first generation AIOps platforms available in the 
market, depends on the organizations CMDB 
(configuration management database).

Oh, I forgot to mention -  the other biggest challenge in IT 
organization is sustaining right data in CMDB.

If the CMDB is not updated, the AIOps platforms yield 
bad results, which in turn has CXOs investment down the 
drain.

This is when the need for Next Generation AIOps emerged 
– a truly Artificially Intelligent IT Operations 
Platform.

The challenges are still the same, including the upkeep of 
CMDB. So, what has changed?

The new generation AIOps platform don't rely on an 
organization's CMDB data. You heard it right -  NO 
CMDB REQUIRED. 

Anoop P.K

Next Generation 
AIOps is HERE!
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A combination of Hadoop, Hive, Hbase and 
MySQL is used to store and process data. 
Distributed computing is the way forward to 
process large volumes of data and the same has 

TMbeen architected in NextGen GAVel . 

This speed data architecture is deployable on any 
private or public cloud or can be hosted internally 
in a datacenter.

TM“Our previous versions of GAVel  were a big data 
platform and so is it now. But what has changed is the 
speed at which very large volumes of data can be 
processed. We had received enquiries from very large 
organizations, where they wanted to process data from 
75K devices a couple of years back. That was the trigger 
and now, what I call BIG SPEED DATA platform is 

TMready” – Sivakumar K (Architect – GAVel ) 

TMWhat use cases and value does NextGen GAVel  offer?

Event Correlation – Pattern based correlation of 
uncorrelated data, with a very high accuracy, that adapts 
to the constant changes in an IT organization. Reduce 
MTTR (mean time to resolve) of incidents radically. Every 
AIOps tool in the market would boast of 99.99% 
correlation, but what truly matters is the ACCURACY on 
event correlation. 

Event Prediction – What's the fun without prediction 
TMin AI? Yes, NextGen GAVel  can predict events that can 

occur in your environment.  Well, this is a novel use case 
that no AIOps platform has tackled till date. Predicting 
events helps in better planning and near ZERO 
DOWNTIME for applications.

Noise Reduction – One other challenge NOC or 
Command Centers are trying hard to tackle by writing 
zillions of rules in their monitoring tools is Alert Fatigue. 
Machine Learning is here to help. ZERO ALERT 
FATIGUE in organization yields satisfied employees.

False Positive – 40% of time spend by technicians are 
on false positive alerts as per industry reports. Self-
learning algorithms learns from the environment to 
identify the false alert..This has a direct impact on 
PRODUCTIVITY.

Virtual Supervisor – Zero manual intervention in 
TMtriaging incidents. NextGen GAVel  auto triages 

TMincidents based on 15 different parameters. GAVel  can 
triage incidents based on skillset of technicians. You 
heard that – SKILLSET BASED ROUTING. Artificial 
Intelligence helps to understand behavioral patterns of 
technicians and route incidents appropriately for faster 
closure of incidents.

TMEstimated Time to Impact – NextGen GAVel  
displays a count down on estimated time to impact a 
Business Process or Business Unit.  Algorithms 
implemented here are powerful to determine the next 
impact on critical business process, which helps the team 
to work towards a defined target. This results in better 
USER EXPECRIENCE.

Next Generation AIOps platform seamlessly integrates 
with the existing monitoring, ticketing & referential tools 
deployed in organizations to ingest data. As the data is 
streamed into the platform, machine learning algorithms 
are applied to identify the patterns from the data stream. 
These patterns are mined, and insights are driven with 
higher accuracy. The next generation platforms are more 
predictive, which eventually helps NOC (network 
operation center) to be 60% more productive.

Artificial Intelligence is all about identifying patterns and 
predicting the future. This concept is practically 
implemented in the next generation AIOps platforms. 

Amazing isn't it?
This is how Next Generation AIOps is TRULY 
complimenting IT operations.

TMFirst generation of GAVel  was developed and deployed 5 
years ago, to solve IT operations challenges. Over the 

TMyears, GAVel  has been undergoing major releases and it 
TMhas now evolved into NexGen GAVel , which truly 

embraces Artificial Intelligence.

TMIn the past years algorithms used in GAVel  had a mix of 
supervised & unsupervised learning. Now in this NextGen 

TMrelease, GAVel  is powered with Reinforcement 
learning. 

We take pride in saying, there has been significant energy 
spent to achieve this milestone. Thousands of man hours 
have been diligently spent to articulate all the various 
scenarios that can occur in IT operations, and use cases 
have been fine-tuned to address current challenges and to 

TMmeet future demands. GAVel  has algorithms that are 
pending patents from the USA.

TM“With the progress of reinforcement learning in GAVel , 
we are amazed to see the insights that the platform can 
deliver. The more we tune the support tuners we can see 
various patterns, which are acknowledged by 
organizations. Accuracy is what delights me as a data 

TMscientist.” – Veera P (Data Scientist – GAVel )

Now the next question to ponder would be on GAVel's 
architecture. What does it take to process such powerful 
algorithms?

Gigabyte to Petabyte of data can be processed in 
seconds using GAVel's proprietary Speed Data 
architecture. This architecture can scale 
horizontally based on the volume of data, hence 
reducing the load on data processing. Machine 
learning algorithms must run on every data that 
is ingested into the platform. Every component of 
this architecture is crafted to accommodate very 
large volume of data processing within seconds.

Synopsis on Next Generation AIOps Platform:

TMMeet GAVel  – The Next Generation AIOps
platform driven by true Artificial Intelligence
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Root Cause Analysis – What truly makes a day for the 
technician is if they can resolve an incident knowing the 

TMprobable root cause instantly. NextGen GAVel  has been 
training its machine learning models to identify the 
probable root cause of incidents occurring in the 
enterprise for the past few years. With the help of these 

TMimproved algorithms, GAVel  can notify technicians 
about the probable root causes for issues identified. This 
makes it a SOLUTION based approach.

To conclude, I would recommend – the decision to invest 
in an AIOps platforms should be made considering one 
vital basic fact - if the platform is TRULY 
ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT.

Predictive Risk – It's time to switch on the Predictive 
TMmode of GAVel . With an accuracy greater than 95%, 

TMGAVel  can predict the devices that is going to have an 
impact in an Enterprise. Various permutation of 150 
counters determine the accuracy of the prediction. This is 

TMjust not a linear prediction. GAVel  understands 
seasonality of incidents occurring in the Enterprise and 
predictions are based on these patterns, yielding 100% 
uptime.
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I often hear and read articles where every CXO talks about 
making their company innovative in all ways possible. 
Though I haven't met each one of them, I was lucky 
enough to meet few of those leaders, who had plans in 
bringing innovation to reality and be part of such 
initiatives. Kudos to all such leaders who took a stance in 
bringing innovation to their organizations, because that's 
the need of this century. 

Today, if you could reach out to any analyst from a market 
research or management consultancy company like 
Gartner, McKinsey etc., they would tell you that every 
technology you are dealing with or planning to get started 
on, comes with a shorter time window and it's closing fast. 
And as fancy as it may sound, you need to get on the game 
before the windows closes. The key to that is innovation. 

If the big Corporates don't innovate,  they won't stand a 
chance against a 10-member start-up, that's the hard 
reality here. And the question is, how many of us are 
there?

As much as every company talks about innovation, 
ironically most companies are far from it. 
Why is that? And if yes, how do we not get rhetoric when 
it comes to innovation? 

Though I am not a very senior resource by way of my work 
experience to justify my points here, I can proudly say 
that for most part of my career I was lucky enough to be 
part of some innovative startups and companies where we 
enjoyed immense success. Until then I never got to 
experience, the term “Innovation killers”.  But I have seen 
this trend with the bigger corporates, As I joined, I could 

immediately notice that 
the degree of innovation 
was surprisingly low than 
it should be, considering 
the talents and the 
resources they hold. I was 
initially worried about the 
choice I made, but after 
hearing the leaders speak 
in Townhalls and reading 
their articles floating all 
over the internet, I was 
able to quickly grasp that 
the leaders of most of these 
organizations are not the 
actual innovation killers 
and they are the ones who 
are longing for some real 
innovation to happen 

within their companies. 

So, if not the people who heads the organization, who or 
what is the innovation killer here? 
Instead of just pointing at things, I thought I would list 
some real incidents which happened to me and some of 
my friends, so it would be easy to relate. 

Is Your Company 
Innovation Ready?

Dibin Dixit Murali
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Fear factor:
“Once I was given an opportunity to try out a new idea, 
it was altogether a new technology, I put my best and I 
was close, but unfortunately I couldn't meet the deadline. 
I needed a bit of moral support and a couple of days to 
complete, but instead of supporting me further, my boss 
blamed me for everything, and got me fired from the 
project. It appears that I shouldn't suggest anything to 
anybody anymore” - Lead Developer, Product 
Implementation Team, xxxx company.

Fear is a factor which not only stops us from being 
innovative within the organization, but also acts as an 
obstacle for success throughout our lives. It stops us from 
embracing and moving forward with different ideas. And 
one should understand that during the process of 
innovation, there will be ample failures. And the 
organization which strives to become an innovation 
company, should encourage their innovators and not 
punish them for an idea gone wrong. This world needs 
thinkers, and let's not try to kill one by giving 
them the fear of failure. Even the renowned 
American inventor, Thomas Alva Edison had to 
fail 1000 times before he created his first 
functioning bulb.  

Internal politics: 
 “My ideas demanded extra work from my Manager and 
his loyal teammates. They didn't want to move from 
their comfort zone. They started to see me as a threat to 
their survival in the company. I was deliberately 
removed from all the meetings, and not given any task to 
work on, just to make me quit from the team on my 
own.” - Senior Engineer, Product engineering 
team, xxxx company.

Age factor:
“Any new ideas we propose gets rejected without any 
explanation by only considering our age as a factor. Is it 
a sin to be young? How old is old enough? I guess I must 
wait till I'm 40 for them to finally have me heard!”- 
Developer, Product Engineering team, xxxx 
company.

When we get older we gain experience, and by experience 
I believe it means exposure, and for sure doesn't translate 
to sitting idle for years. For some reason, this disease 
exists in a big way among corporates which kills 
innovation like a Stage 4 cancer; there is no recovery. 
Bosses in the organization should realize and accept the 
fact that the younger generations will always have more 
exposure to cutting- edge technologies and complex 
scenarios a lot earlier in their lives than their previous 
generations. And there is nothing to be jealous about it. 
That's how the world works. 

For instance, today's primary school kids have access to 
flagship android phones and they are already 
experiencing technologies like NFC, Virtual Reality, IoT, 
etc., first hand, just by using their smartphones. In that 
age, all I had was a Nokia 1100, which had Snake games in 
it. And talking about my dad's childhood, even Televisions 
didn't exist. That's how the world evolves.

And to summarize, younger generations will 
always be smarter than us, and this isn't stopping. 
Though it's hard to digest, let's accept the fact and 
make the best out of it by encouraging them 
towards innovation. 
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For employees to come up with innovative ideas, they 
must feel protected and safe in their work environment. 
Managers who lead teams through their egos 
easily kill the innovative ideas by focusing on 
“How will this idea benefit me?". When the people in 
power care only about themselves, it's difficult to help the 
organization grow. This needs to stop, because it's 
almost impossible to come up with innovations if 
the employee constantly needs to watch his back 
all the time.  

As I was completing this article, I got a message in 
Facebook from my brother which contained a video link. 
It was video from Amazon promoting their upcoming 
Prime Day. 
https://www.facebook.com/AmazonIN/videos/89442304
4084835/

It made my heart smile while seeing such innovate 
marketing campaigns coming from a bigger corporate 
which also proves that big companies can have innovation 
in their system, wish every company comes up with 
something innovative for their customers by embracing 
innovation within their organization.
And till that let's keep asking this question to ourselves, Is 
my company innovation ready?

“During my appraisals, I was given an “Under 
Performer” rating, for not working 18 hours every day 
for some unrealistic deliverables. I was forced with such 
deliverables when I quoted new ideas relating to 
automation. I was even told, “You are nobody to suggest 
this to us, you are a Support Engineer, just take the calls 
and do your job!” I'm being treated like a slave. “- 
Network Support Engineer, IT Services, xxxx 
company.

Internal politics is real, and if you would ask me, they 
easily top this list without any doubt. Irrespective of one's 
position and job nature, everyone in this world would 
have faced this in their lives. There are bad apples in every 
organization who does this for their own benefit. And yes, 
it sucks to work under such people. In a survey conducted 
by Forbes back in 2015, it is said that a good 70% of 
employees quit their organization due to their Manager's 
attitude towards them. There might be 10s of HR policies 
created to stop this, but the people in power always find a 
way out. I have seen some leaders trying to bring in flat 
organization policies, but that ultimately failed, as sadly, 
most people apart from the leaders do not abide by it and 
continue to threaten their teams during skip level 
interactions.
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